The questions in a crowdsourcing task typically exhibit varying degrees of di culty and subjectivity. Their joint e ects give rise to the variation in responses to the same question by di erent crowdworkers. This variation is low when the question is easy to answer and objective, and high when it is di cult and subjective. Unfortunately, current quality control methods for crowdsourcing consider only the question di culty to account for the variation. As a result, these methods cannot distinguish workers' personal preferences for di erent correct answers of a partially subjective question from their ability/expertise to avoid objectively wrong answers for that question. To address this issue, we present a probabilistic model which (i) explicitly encodes question di culty as a model parameter and (ii) implicitly encodes question subjectivity via latent preference factors for crowd-workers. We show that question subjectivity induces grouping of crowd-workers, revealed through clustering of their latent preferences. Moreover, we develop a quantitative measure of the subjectivity of a question. Experiments show that our model (1) improves the performance of both quality control for crowdsourced answers and next answer prediction for crowd-workers, and (2) can potentially provide coherent rankings of questions in terms of their di culty and subjectivity, so that task providers can re ne their designs of the crowdsourcing tasks, e.g. by removing highly subjective questions or inappropriately di cult questions.
INTRODUCTION
Outsourcing tasks to a exible online workforce (aka crowdsourcing) has proven a successful paradigm for data collection in numerous elds due primarily to its overall lower costs and shorter turnaround time as compared to in-house expert-based data collection. The downside of online crowdsourcing is that the quality of the answers collected from crowd-workers is usually not guaranteed, even when multiple responses are collected and aggregated for each question, and workers are trained and vetted using gold-standard questions. To address this issue, many quality control methods for the crowdsourced answers have been proposed [23, 24] . These methods rely on the assumptions that most crowdworkers are reliable when answering the questions and that a given worker is more likely to be reliable should she agree with the majority of her co-workers on the majority of their jointly answered questions. Thus, the methods have focused on modelling the accuracy/ability/expertise of individual workers, assuming this to be correlated with the quality of the responses [5, 17] . In recent years, it has become popular for quality control methods to also model the in uence that individual questions exert on the quality of the responses [2, 25] . Broadly speaking, the following two key properties of questions have drawn the modelling attention:
• Di culty. The modelling of question di culty is founded on the assumption that greater agreement on workers' answers to a particular question indicates less di culty for them in determining the correct response. Quality control methods often encode this assumption using a function in which worker expertise counteracts question di culty for predicting the probability of a correct response. The probability is also known as the quality of the response: the more di cult the question, the lower the quality of a response, and vice versa. In addition, some methods (e.g. [9] ) also consider the existence of deceptive questions which are so di cult that the assumption that the majority of worker responses are correct no longer holds.
• Subjectivity. In crowdsourcing, there are also many tasks that contain (purely or partially) subjective questions [15] . Intuitively, the degree of subjectivity of a question (or equivalently, the data item described by it) depends on the number of answer options that are correct. Being purely subjective means all of the options are correct, while being partially subjective means more than one but not all of them are correct. Unless it is explicitly announced by the task provider that a question accepts all options (e.g. movie rating by workers to build a movie recommender system [12] ), the number of correct answers to a question is unknown and assumed by most quality control methods to be one, meaning the question is objective. However, it is widely known that even expert assessors can disagree with each other on the correct answer to a question in typical crowdsourcing tasks like relevance judgement which is deemed to be "quite subjective" (or equivalently, at least partially subjective) [21] . In this case, the objectivity assumption on the questions does not hold and most of the quality control methods based on this assumption cannot distinguish the answering accuracy/quality of workers from their preferences for the di erent answers of questions. For crowdsourcing tasks that contain questions whose subjectivity is either unknown or known to be at least partial, novel quality control methods need to be developed to capture any underlying answering/labelling pattern that results from the subjectivity of the questions. One such pattern uncovered by collaborative ltering [10] is that crowd-workers who share similar preferences tend to (a) Product Matching task: crowd-workers asked whether two product descriptions referred to the same item or not.
(b) Fashion Judgement task: crowd-workers asked whether a picture contains a "fashion related item" or not. Heatmaps showing inter-worker response similarity (% of response agreement) for two di erent tasks: (a) a relatively objective product matching task and (b) a more subjective fashion judging task, both involving binary worker responses. Hierarchical clustering was performed to order workers such that similar workers are close together. The three yellow blocks in the gure for task (b) indicate three groups of response behaviour and higher subjectivity for task (b).
respond similarly towards subjective questions which share certain (latent) features.This pattern can also be observed in crowdsourcing where groups emerge amongst crowd-workers in terms of the answers they give to partially subjective questions. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon by providing heat maps of pairwise worker similarity for two tasks: (a) a relatively objective task and (b) a more subjective one. The objective task required workers to judge whether a pair of products were the same based on their names, descriptions and prices, while the subjective task asked workers to judge whether an image contained "fashion related items" 1 . The similarity between pairs of workers is calculated as the percentage of agreement across the jointly answered questions 2 and hierarchical clustering has been performed to group similar workers together. The three yellow boxes along the diagonal for the more subjective task (b) indicates the three distinct groups of worker response behaviour for this task, which was absent in the more objective task (a). Since the workers were mostly reliable on both tasks, we conjecture that the grouping of response behaviour for the workers in the fashion judgement task re ects the underlying structures in their tendencies for selecting the di erent correct answers of the same questions (due to their subjectivity).
To enable the answer quality control for the above tasks and generally, any crowdsourcing task that exhibits arbitrary degrees of question subjectivity and di culty, we are motivated to develop a statistical model encoding both these properties. The resulting model is able to explain both the randomness and the correlations in the answering behaviour of crowd-workers. More speci cally, when a task contains only purely subjective questions, groupings of workers start to emerge due to the subjectivity of questions. A group captures a particular correlation between the crowd-workers within it and the latent correct answers for each of the questions. We model such a correlation by factorising it into the latent preferences of the workers and the latent features of the questions. The assumption is that the workers with similar latent preferences tend to have similar perceptions of what constitutes a correct answer for each of the questions. For instance, asking workers "which colour for this shirt do you like?" is a purely subjective question 1 The datasets for the two tasks have been listed in section 5. 2 Pairs of crowd-workers not sharing any items had their similarity to be .00001.
for which one group of workers who like blue colour in general will answer "blue", whereas another group who like green colour will choose "green". There is no reason to believe one of these two groups answer the question more correctly than the other, and their distinct answering patterns tend to remain consistent across similar questions asking about their colour favourites for other items (e.g. trousers, hats).
If a question is partially subjective, this means it possesses (i) a certain degree of subjectivity which corresponds to either its tendency of having two or more correct answers, and (ii) a certain level of di culty. This di culty corrupts the crowd-workers' perceptions as to (what tend to be) the correct answers of the question determined by its subjectivity to various extents depending on its level against the workers' levels of expertise. We model a greater extent of the corruption as a lower probability that the worker's answer is equal to the subjective (worker-speci c) correct answer to the question, thereby the lower quality of the worker's answer. This subjective correct answer characterizes the particular group to which the worker belongs by sharing similar preferences with some other workers 3 .
In this paper we introduce a new quality-control framework for crowdsourcing that models both the subjective (i.e. worker-speci c) truths regarding the correct answers to individual questions and also the di culty-dependent probability that a worker's answer to a question will equal her perceived subjective truth. We now summarise the contributions of the paper as follows:
• A novel statistical model is proposed which encodes the question di culty explicitly and the question subjectivity implicitly via latent variables for worker preferences and corresponding question features. The model accounts for both the random and the systematic parts of the variance in crowdsourced answers to re ne the quality control over them.
• A Monte Carlo simulation approach is provided for quantifying question subjectivity as the expected number of subjective truths perceived by di erent groupings of crowd-workers with respect to their preferences.
• A meaningful ranking of questions in terms of either di culty or subjectivity is derived from the model parameter estimates.
This can bring practical bene ts to crowdsourcing such as improving designs of tasks by helping requesters to detect and remove highly subjective questions from the tasks intended to be objective.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Latent variable modelling in crowdsourcing
Most state-of-the-art answer/label quality control methods in crowdsourcing have operated under the assumption that each question is purely objective. These methods are primarily based on statistical modelling of the interactions between crowd-workers and questions which determine either the marginal probabilities of the workers' answers equal to the corresponding correct answers [2, 23, 25] or the conditional probabilities of the answers given the correct answers [5, 9, 20] . In comparison, the marginal probabilistic modelling is simpler than the conditional modelling, and also better at mitigating answer sparsity problem in crowdsourcing [7, 8] .
The basic marginal probabilistic modelling is GLAD [25] , which models the correctness of each answer as a logistic function where the question di culty counteracts the expertise of the responding worker. Its graphical representation is shown by Figure 2a with the following generative scheme for a response r i j of worker i given to question j:
This means a correct answer l j is drawn for question j from a discrete distribution parametrised by θ , which was previously drawn from a Dirichlet distribution parametrised by γ . Then, a response r i j conditioned on l j is drawn from a discrete distribution with the k-th component of its parameters π i j calculated as follows:
In this case, the function takes in the expertise factor e i of worker i and the di culty factor d j of question j. The output of the function is the probability of the response r i j being correct. When e i → +∞ or d j → 0, this probability grows, indicating a stronger positive correlation between r i j and l j . When e i → 0 or d j → +∞ and the question has binary options, the probability approaches 0.5, leading to no correlation between the two, which suggests r i j is a random binary pick. When e i → −∞, the probability decreases to 0, indicating a stronger negative correlation. Although e cient in quality control of answers to objective questions, current models based on marginal probabilistic modelling have hardly considered modelling the subjectivity of questions, let alone inferring their possible subjective truths. One of the only two papers that have made progress in this regard is [19] . It assumes that a higher (lower) joint degree of di culty and subjectivity for an entire crowdsourcing task can increase (decrease) the number of groups of answers given by the crowd-workers to the questions. The expected size of each group becoming smaller (larger) indicates overall weaker (stronger) correlations of answers given to the questions. Despite attributing the variance of answers to both di culty and subjectivity, the paper makes no attempt to separate the two when it is supposed to be only the di culty accounting for the quality of answers. Moreover, this work requires every question in a task to be answered by every worker, which is unrealistic in practice. The other work [15] has focused on modelling partially subjective questions with just ordinal answers. It assumes each response to a question is generated by a Normal distribution the mean and the variance of which are linearly regressed over the observed features of the question. This means the model will poorly t any multi-modal distribution of answers to a question.
Latent variable modelling in collaborative ltering
In model-based collaborative-ltering [10] , matrix factorization is typically applied to predicting ordinal ratings provided by users to items (e.g. movies, songs). Its categorical version, shown in Figure 2b , is less commonly applied but is important for the construction of our model for the quality control of crowdsourced categorical answers. It has a generative process for the response r i j ∼ Discrete(ψ i j ), where ψ i j = {ψ i jk } k ∈K and K is the set of answer options, with its k-th component calcuated as:
Here, ψ i j is also called the soft-max function, u ik and v jk are respectively the latent preferences of worker i and the latent features of item j in relation to the k-th answer option. The inner product term u T ik v jk indicates how much tendency worker i responds to item j with the k-th answer option.
PROPOSED MODEL
Our proposed model endeavours to combine the key characteristics of the latent variable models speci ed in section 2.1 and section 2.2. We call it SDR model (Subjectivity-and-Di culty Response model), which comprises an upstream module which generates a subjective truth for a question based on the worker's perception of the correct answer, and a downstream module which imposes a di culty-dependent corruption on the subjective truth for generating the actual response from the worker to the question. More speci cally, in the upstream module, the latent subjective truth l i j of question j as perceived by crowd-worker i is drawn from a soft-max function speci ed by Eq. (2) except that the original r i j in the equation is now replaced by l i j . This function explains how the worker's latent preferences interact with the question's latent features to generate the subjective truth behind her response to the question. In the downstream, conditioned on the latent subjective truth l i j , the response r i j actually given by worker i to question j is determined by the logistic function f (e i , d j ). It encodes how the worker expertise e i counteracts the question di culty d j to corrupt the subjective truth into the response, which will be de ned later in this section. Essentially, the above perception-corruption process is a generalisation of the corruption process of the correct answer signals from objective questions modelled in [23] by additionally considering the question subjectivity. Unfortunately the upstream+downstream model described above su ers from an over-parameterisation issue whereby both the upstream component (which determines the worker-speci c correct answer) and the downstream component (which determines the noise resulting from worker inaccuracy) can independently and adequately explain the variance observed in worker responses to the same question. In other words, the varied responses from di erent workers to the same question could equally be due to di erent perceptions on what constitutes the correct answer to the question or to di culty of the question causing low accuracy amongst the respondents. To remedy this situation we explicitly enforce a group structure over workers in order to limit the variation in the perceptions across workers. This is done by changing the upstream module to have sparsity-inducing priors over the latent ) shows a collaborative ltering model without objective truths, and (c) is the proposed subjectivity-and-di culty response (SDR) model for partially-subjective questions that is able to distinguish question di culty from subjectivity.
preferences of crowd-workers. In this paper, we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] as such priors. The nal graphical representation of the SDR model is shown in Figure 2c .The new upstream module of our model assigns a probability vector ϕ i , which follows a Dirichlet with a concentration parameter α , to each worker i. Each component ϕ mi of this probability vector reects the worker's tendency of showing a particular preference m among the set of preferences M she possesses when answering any question. Then, a preference assignment z i j is drawn from ϕ i for determining the speci c preference worker i will show for answering question j. As for preference m, it has a weight u mk for each answer option k to re ect how likely each option is to be selected given the preference m showed by any worker. In this paper, we x the dimension of u mk to be strictly 1. This weight is multiplied with the latent feature jk of question j and the result is input to a soft-max function for drawing the subjective truth l i j behind the response r i j . The above generative process can be formulated as:
with the k-th component of the soft-max function ψ z i j calculated as:
Embodying the sparsity-inducing e ect of LDA, the preference probabilities ϕ i are dedicated to revealing the underlying groups of crowd-workers while the soft-max speci ed by Eq. (3) governs the positive correlations between the latent correct answers to the same questions perceived by the workers within the same group. When the number of preferences in M = 1, the probability of the only preference ϕ i is 1. This has a two-fold meaning that each question has one correct answer and every worker should perceive the correct answer of any question in the same way. When the size of M is greater than 1, this indicates certain numbers of underlying worker groups, which we can recover by applying K-means clustering to the estimated preference probabilitiesφ i using the Elbow method to determine the right number of the groups. The downstream module corrupts the correlations between the subjective truth l i j and the response r i j . It draws r i j from a discrete probability distribution π i j speci ed in Eq. (1) except the logistic function f (e i , d j ) has the following de nition from [16] :
The term (e i − d j ) naturally explains the type of biases induced by deceptive questions when the di culty d j is much larger than the expertise e i , which is not captured in Eq.
(1) as the term exp(d j ) is never smaller than 0, meaning questions never bias workers to answer incorrectly due to their di culty. Moreover, when the estimated values for this term are greater than zero for most responses, it means SDR deems them more likely to be correct. With more of them deemed correct, the number of inferred correct answers to any question tends to increase. As a result, the size of latent preference set M should grow, from the perspective of SDR, to t the seemingly more diverse set of correlations between latent correct answers across the questions. Thus, for our model to recover the right number of latent preferences for crowd-workers from their responses, the priors for e i and d j need to be set properly, which will be elaborated more in section 5.1.
ESTIMATION 4.1 Model parameter estimation
We now provide equations used for parameter estimation, using the notation ψ z i j k from Eq. (3) and f (e i , d j ) = f i j from Eq. (4) to simplify the equations. The conditional probability for the preference assignment z i j to worker i when answering question j given the model parameters is:
where N m i¬j denotes the number of questions excluding question j answered by worker i given her preference m. The joint probability of the other parameters given z i j and the hyper-parameters is:
The partial derivatives for Q with respect to the other parameters:
Here, δ i jk = 1{r i j = k}, ζ i jm = 1{z i j = m} and ω i jkk = ψ z i j k 1−
The parameter estimation involves two alternating procedures: sample z i j according to Eq. (5) and optimize Q in Eq. (6) using LBFGS based on Eq. (7), (8), (9) and (10).
True answer estimation
A single worker-speci c correct answer l i j (as perceived by worker i) fails to provide overall information about the correct answers to question j. Thus, we should gather the l i j values from all workers who answer each question. However, in practice, each question is assigned to only a limited number (usually 3 or 5) of workers, making the estimate of the true answer distribution poor. Our solution to improving this estimate is to rst nd underlying clusters of workers (across all questions) by applying K-means with the Elbow method based on 10-fold cross validation to the posterior meansΦ = {φ i |i ∈ I} of the latent preference probabilities of all the workers. With the centroidφ c of each resulting cluster c, we then calculate the probability that the true answer l c j (as perceived by the workers in cluster c) takes the value k as follows:
whereû mk andˆ jk are the estimates of the weight u mk for preference m and the latent feature jk of question j, both speci c to option k. The best guess regarding the correct answer l c j according to the workers assigned to cluster c is then:
Now we have a set of correct answer estimatesL j = {l c j |c ∈ C} for question j from all the worker clusters (with C being the set of the clusters). For the task of true answer prediction, we can either arbitrarily choose one fromL j as the estimate of the correct answer l j or choose by following certain strategies. Two simple strategies are to choosel c j from the cluster c with the highest average expertise over its workers, or from the cluster with the largest proportion of workers assigned to it. The rst strategy states that the correct answer perceived by on average the most expert group of workers is the most appropriate, while the second assumes it to be the one perceived by the largest group of workers which represents the mainstream school-of-thought. In this paper, we apply the second strategy because most crowdsourcing datasets used in the experiments correspond to relatively simple tasks, where the provided correct answers we believe are more likely to be mainstream opinions. As for the rst strategy, it might be more useful than the second for revealing a minority group of expert workers who show distinct preferences on partially or purely subjective questions from the majority of less expert workers.
Subjectivity estimation
Despite not being directly estimated in the model, question subjectivity can still be quanti ed and estimated after the model has been estimated. This is achieved based on the reasonable assumption that the subjectivity of each question is proportional to the number of correct answers it a ords. Despite not knowing the actual number of correct answers |L j | to question j, we can estimate the value by taking its expectation with respect to the clusters of workers derived in section 4.2. More precisely, the expected number of correct answers to question j with respect to worker clusters C is:
In this equation, n iterates over the possible number of correct answers (from 1 to the size of K). The probability P C (|L j | = n) denotes how likely it is that the number of correct answers to question j equals n, with respect to the worker clusters C. It is, however, di cult to calculate this probability when C and K are large due to a combinatorial explosion. Thus we apply Monte Carlo simulation to estimate (a measure of) the subjectivity of question j as E C [|L j |] using Alogrithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Subjectivity estimation for question j
Input:ˆ j ; {ûm } m∈M ;Φc = {φ c } c ∈C ; T = 50, 000. 
EXPERIMENTS
The evaluation of our proposed model consists of four parts. The rst part is its sensitivity to various degrees of subjectivity in different crowdsourcing tasks. The second and the third parts are its performance of predicting respectively the provided correct answers of questions and the answers to be given by crowd-workers to unseen questions. The last part is its consistency with human assessors in assessing the di culty and the subjectivity of questions. We have used 10 crowdsourcing datasets to evaluate the performance of our model in the experiments corresponding to the four parts. Table 1 summarises these datasets as being either (primarily) objective or partially subjective. Among them, the identi cation tasks of event time ordering, dog and duck breeds, and same products concern objective factual knowledge, while the judgement tasks of image beauty, document relevance 1&2 4 , facial expression and adult content intrinsically contain certain degrees of subjectivity.
SDR hyper-parameter setup
As discussed at the end of section 3, to nd the right number of latent preferences for crowd-workers, the hyper-parameters of the expertise e i and the di culty d j in the SDR model need to be carefully set. This is achieved through held-out validation which leverages noise within worker responses for detecting signs that SDR may be over tting the responses by introducing more latent preferences than necessary. More speci cally, we construct a heldout validation dataset by randomly sampling a response from each worker. Thus, the size of such a dataset equals the number of workers participating in a task. Then, given a certain setting of the hyper-parameters, we learn our model based on the remaining responses and use the parameter estimates from the learned model to calculate the prediction accuracy: 1−MAE (Mean Absolute Error) over the held-out dataset. We repeat the model learning process with each hyper-parameter setting over the same 100 random held-out validation data subsets. We then obtain the average prediction accuracy for our model across these subsets for each hyper-parameter setting. Finally, we choose the setting (including the number for latent preferences) that yields the highest average prediction accuracy for use in the experiments.
Sensitivity analysis
We rst verify whether our model is sensitive to various degrees of subjectivity in di erent crowdsourcing tasks. If a task is (almost entirely) objective, the optimal size of latent preference set M should be 1, meaning that every crowd-worker now perceives the correct answers in the same way. Consequently, the probabilities of latent preferences ϕ i for worker i collapse to ϕ i = 1, and the set of correct answers L j for question j collapses to a single correct answer l j . In this case, we conduct the held-out validation on our model across the objective datasets each with the 100 randomly sampled data subsets described in section 5.1. We expect that the average held-out prediction accuracy for our model across these data subsets will decrease when the number of latent preferences it has increases from 1 to 2, since in this case the model starts to over t by learning the noise in the training responses to those objective tasks. If a task is su ciently subjective, our model should uncover the right number of underlying groups of workers along with the right number of latent preferences. We conduct the experiment in the same way as above to see the di erence in average prediction accuracy on held-out unseen responses with the number of preferences increasing from 1 to 3 over the partially subjective datasets. We expect the average prediction accuracy to be higher when the number of preferences is greater than 1. Moreover, since Tian and Zhu [19] provided us with the number of worker clusters emerging respectively from the ve sub-tasks which constitute the image data in Table 1 , we thus compare the corresponding numbers of clusters derived from our model with theirs.
Question correct answer prediction
To verify the ability of the SDR model to predict the question true answers, we compare it with the following state-of-the-art quality control methods for crowdsourcing. All of these methods assume that each question has a single correct answer.
• Majority Vote (MV): The predicted correct answer for each question is the one chosen by the majority of the workers.
• Multi-dimensional Wisdom of Crowds (MdWC) [23] : This model endows both crowd-workers and questions with multidimensional latent factors, and provides the workers with additional variables to account for their answering biases.
• Generative model of Labels, Abilities, & Di culties (GLAD) [25] : This model resembles MdWC except that its latent factors (interpreted respectively as expertise and di culty) are unidimensional, and it does not have worker-speci c bias variables.
• Dawid-Skene (DS) [5] : Unlike GLAD and MdWc which model the correctness probability of each worker's response, this model focuses on the (worker-speci c) conditional probability of each response option given the correct answer to each question.
• Community Dawid-Skene (CDS) [20] : This model extends DS by clustering workers over some latent structures imposed on their conditional response probability matrices (given all correct answer possibilities) to alleviate the response sparsity problem.
The performance measure: correct answer prediction accuracy, is calculated as: 1 | J | j ∈ J 1{l j =l j }, wherel j is inferred from the respective baselines. For our model, it is: 1
where c = arg max c ∈ C N c with N c the number of workers assigned to cluster c after Elbow K-means, andl c j calculated by Eq. (12). The hyper-parameters for each baseline except MV are optimised using the held-out validation speci ed in section 5.1 on the exact same random held-out validation subsets of each dataset in Table 1 .
Worker answer prediction
Predicting the answers to be given by crowd-workers to unseen questions is much more signi cant for (partially) subjective crowdsourcing tasks than it is for the objective ones as the former type of tasks values more about the di erent ways workers respond. For example, it is crucial to employ worker answer prediction to test a recommender system built on crowdsourced ratings. In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of all the models except MV on predicting the next answer from each worker. We rst sample one answer from each worker to create a held-out test dataset, and then learn all the models from the rest of the data with their hyper-parameters optimised as described in section 5.1 using the exact same random validation data subsets. Finally, we evaluate the prediction performance of the models on the held-out test data using (1 -MAE). Due to the limitation of our computing power, in this experiment, we reduce the number of held-out validation iterations for each model to be 15 before a single iteration of heldout test is conducted. We perform 15 such random tests before the average performance of each model is elicited.
Subjectivity and di culty coherence
In this experiment, we investigate whether the estimates of the di culty and the subjectivity of questions derived from the SDR model are consistent with the judgements of ve human assessors. We focused on the object identi cation & image aesthetics task 5 from [19] as the total number of its questions is 60, a manageable workload for the assessors to provide good-quality judgements with 5 Crowd-workers are asked whether an image is beautiful or not. su cient levels of e ort and concentration. The assessors are either PhD or Master students, three of whom are avid photographers with adequate knowledge about what constitutes beautiful images, while the other two are novices who, during the group discussion, provided suggestions as to how novices might react to di erent images. We ask them to rank the images with respect to (i) di culty and (ii) subjectivity. The respective instructions we gave to them are:"rank all these images by how hard they are for crowd-workers to judge correctly by avoiding possible incorrect answers" and "rank them this time by how subjective they are for crowd-workers to judge". The assessors rst independently came up with their two rankings.
In the process, they could redo the two ranking tasks until they felt con dent to submit. The assessors then worked together to merge their rankings into single rankings (for both di culty and subjectivity) through group discussion and majority vote. The resulting rankings were then compared with the corresponding rankings based on the estimates from the learned SDR model. In addition to ranking the images, the assessors were also asked to categorise each image into one of the three levels of di culty (namely easy, medium, and hard), and into one of the three levels of subjectivity (namely objective, partially subjective, and purely subjective). We did this to see whether there existed any correlation between the di culty or subjectivity levels to which images were categorised, and their corresponding estimates from the model.
RESULTS
The results of the sensitivity analysis described in section 5.2 are shown in Tables 2 and 3 . We can see from Table 2 that the average prediction accuracy of the SDR model with 1 latent preference is constantly higher than that of the model with 2 preferences over all the objective datasets. According to section 5.2, this result indicates there is just one underlying group of workers for each of the tasks who perceive the questions' correct answers in the same way. It also shows that even though the expertise-di culty corruption introduced noises to the objective truths to form the actual responses, our model was still able to recover the number of underlying group of workers to be 1. From Table 3 , our model with 2 preferences clearly outperforms itself with 1 preference across all the partially subjective tasks. This means multiple groups of workers have emerged due to the su cient subjectivity of these tasks. Moreover, the table shows that further increasing the number of latent preferences to 3 no longer improves the performance. This has most likely been caused by over-tting, and also suggests a two-dimensional latent space is accurate enough to explain the worker clustering e ects Table 3 : Average accuracy of our model with 1, 2 and 3 latent preferences on predicting the held-out validation response of each worker over 10 partially subjective tasks the rst 5 of which are sub-tasks of the Image task in [19] . emerged from these tasks. To further prove our model with 2 preferences can uncover the underlying groups of workers who have perceived the partially subjective tasks di erently, we show the density of the workers' latent preference probabilitiesφ i estimated by our model from the image data [19] . Due to a space limit, we only show two of them in Figure 3 . According to [19] , the sub-task of judging whether images are beautiful is more subjective than the sub-task of identifying skies in images. This is re-con rmed by our model with its number of worker clusters for the former sub-task greater than that for the latter shown by Figures 3a and 3b . The results of the question correct answer prediction described in section 5.3 are listed in Table 4 . Across all the partially subjective datasets except the image data, the SDR model, based on the largest-group strategy for choosing the best worker clusters, is superior than the other 5 baselines 6 . Especially, for the tasks of relevance judgement 1&2 and fashion judgement, our model is able to outperform the best baselines by 3%, 1.5% and 0.3% with almost 54, 9 and 13 more correctly predicted question answers respectively. Since our model is reduced to being very similar to GLAD when dealing with the objective datasets, it has achieved very similar results as GLAD did in correct answer prediction over all the objective datasets except for the Duck data [23] . In this task, our model is superior than GLAD (0.69 versus 0.62 from GLAD). This suggests that our model is at least as robust as GLAD when predicting correct answers for objective tasks. ) show the correlation of the di culty estimates and that of the subjectivity estimates respectively with the corresponding rankings judged by human assessors, while (b) and (e) show the correlation of the di culty estimates and that of the subjectivity estimates respectively with the corresponding levels to which the images have been categorized by the assessors. Finally, (c) shows the images as points with coordinates being the di culty and the subjectivity estimates, and has highlighted some images with noteworthy coordinates, while (d) shows these images.
The results of the worker answer prediction described in section 5.4 are shown in Table 5 . We can see that our model is not the best on 3 out of the 10 partially subjective datasets, topped by di erent baselines. Despite that, our model has still performed adequately well (being second best on those datasets). We conjecture that this is because all these 3 datasets are with binary answer options which intrinsically constrain the answering behaviour of crowd-workers. This results in overall weaker correlations both in the worker responses and in the underlying correct answers across the questions. For the other 7 datasets, 5 of them are with more than two answer options, thus containing stronger answer correlations for our model to exploit to achieve better performance. To examine whether the di erence in the worker answer prediction accuracy between any two algorithms is signi cant, we conducted the Nemenyi post-hoc test [6] based on Table 5 . The result is shown in Figure 5 , according to which the performance di erence between SDR and either CDS, GLAD or DS is beyond the critical di erence (CD), thereby being statistically signi cant.
The results of the subjectivity and di culty coherence evaluation have been summarised in Figure 4 which consists of 6 sub-gures. Figures 4a and 4d show overall there is a strong negative correlation between the model estimates and the rankings judged by human assessors. More speci cally, the larger the estimate for either the di culty or the subjectivity of an image, the higher it tends to be ranked by human assessors. Moreover, Figures 4b and 4e show that there exist clear positive correlations between the levels of di culty and subjectivity into which the images get categorised by the human assessors, and the estimated values of these two properties inferred by the SDR model.
To support our argument about the e cacy of the SDR model in revealing the two key properties of images, we have selected four images highlighted in di erent colours in Figure 4c with their image ids. We can see that image 34 is inferred by our model to be both easy and objective as both of its estimates shown in Figure 4c are the smallest. This can be re-con rmed by visual inspection of the image in Figure 4f . It is very easy and clear to see that there is no sky in the image 34. Image 29 has been identi ed by our model to be hard with low subjectivity according to its estimates shown in Figure 4c . This is reasonable as the image indeed contains an extraterrestrial sky which is hard for novice workers to realise, while expert workers are able to realise and nd the image objective. Images 2 and 23 both belong to the image beauty judgement task from [19] which requires workers to select 6 most beautiful images from 12 images. Our model has identi ed that image 2 is more subjective and harder to judge. This is probably because image 2 delivers a view of scenery which is more likely to resonate with workers while image 23 is merely showing an object. As a result, workers tend to show more di erent feelings and opinions towards image 2. On the other hand, image 23 does have better image quality and thus is easier for workers to make their decisions on whether it is beautiful or not.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed the SDR (Subjectivity-and-Di culty Response) model, a novel quality-control framework for crowdsourcing that is able to distinguish question subjectivity, which causes worker-speci c truth for individual questions, from question di culty, which determines the probability that a worker's response to each question equals her perceived subjective truth. Experiment results show that our model improves both the correct answer prediction for questions and the held-out unseen response prediction for crowd-workers compared to ve baselines across numerous partially subjective crowdsourcing datasets. Moreover, our model shows robustness to both the objective and the partially subjective datasets by discovering the right numbers of underlying worker groups for them. Finally, our model is able to provide estimates of the di culty and the subjectivity of questions that are consistent with the judgements from human assessors.
